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Introduction
Addressing challenges posed by climate change re-
quires significant financial resources. In the growing lit-
erature of climate change, “climate finance” refers to fi-
nancial resources required to cover the costs of climate 
actions and investments2. Climate finance is complex 
because of the diversity of sources of funds, agents 
and channels to distribute the funds to intended ben-
eficiaries at different levels and scales. The expected 
scale of climate finance is also significant. Developed 
countries have committed to mobilize new and addi-
tional resources for climate investments. It has been 
agreed at COP 15 in Copenhagen that as much as US$ 
30 billion for 2010-2012 and US$ 100 billion by 2020 is 
to be mobilized to assist developing countries to cover 
the costs of climate mitigation and adaptation. The 
committed resources, however, are much lower than 
the estimated amount required to finance mitigation 
and adaptation actions. Estimates vary from around 
US $140-175 billion and $70-100 billion per year for 
the period of 2010-2050.3 Uncertainties remain on 
how the funds will be raised, managed and disbursed. 
One of the mechanisms to manage and channel inter-
national finance is the recently created Green Climate 
Fund (GCF). The GCF is expected to support projects, 
programs, policies, readiness and other activities in de-
veloping countries. The operational policies and mo-
dalities, including how countries can access the fund, 
are currently being negotiated. 

Despite the uncertainty over the level of funding likely 
to become available internationally, developing coun-
tries are currently building their capacity to better 
access and deliver climate finance. UNDP’s paper on 
“Readiness for Climate Finance” defines readiness for 
climate finance as the capacities of countries to plan 
for, access, deliver, and monitor and report on climate 
finance, both international and domestic, in ways that 
are catalytic and fully integrated with national devel-

2  In this paper, climate finance is interpreted broadly including public and 
private finance from domestic and international sources, unless otherwise 
specified. 

3 http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTWDR2010/Resources/5287678- 
1226014527953/Chapter-6.pdf

opment priorities and achievement of the MDGs.4 
Such readiness to develop an enabling environment 
is required to ensure that public finance is effectively 
allocated at national and local levels to leverage pri-
vate and public investments and facilitate a transition 
to a low emission and climate resilient development 
pathway. 

In Asia-Pacific, some countries have established na-
tional funds to access and manage climate finance (Box 
1). The UNDP Guidebook on National Climate Funds 5 
defines National Climate Funds (NCFs) as a mechanism 
that supports countries to direct finance towards cli-
mate change projects and programs. This paper looks 
at NCFs in Asia-Pacific that manage climate finance 
outside government budget (extra-budgetary)6, apply 
certain accounting standards, and may have their own 
governance structures and independent legal status. 
National funds for accessing and managing climate fi-
nance, however, must be carefully tailored to national 
circumstances. As can be seen from existing funds in 
the Asia-Pacific, the establishment of national funds 
requires time and investment in building human and 
institutional capacity to manage a fund effectively and 
transparently. 

Establishing extra-budgetary funds to manage 
financial resources for specific purposes (such as 
environment, health, education and development 
in general) is not new. In middle-income countries, 
extra-budgetary funds (Box 2) are commonly estab-
lished to earmark government budgets to finance spe-
cific purposes such as education and health. In Thai-
land, for instance, around ninety-five revolving funds 
were established to finance specific purposes as of 

4  Vandeweerd V, Glemarec Y, Billett S (2012) Readiness for Climate Finance 
- A framework for understanding what it means to be ready to use climate 
finance.UNDP Discussion Paper.

5  This paper makes a number of references to the “Guidebook for the De-
sign and Establishment of National Funds to Achieve Climate Change Priori-
ties”, which will be referred to as the “NCF Guidebook” henceforth. It can be ac-
cessed at http://www.undp.org/content/dam/undp/library/Environment%20
and%20Energy/Climate%20Change/Capacity%20Development/Blending_
Climate_Finance_Through_National_Climate_Funds.pdf

6 The term ‘extra-budgetary fund’, however, is not well-defined, and covers a 
variety of institutional arrangements. An extra-budgetary fund can be defined 
as government transactions that are not included in the annual national bud-
get (appropriations) law and may not be subject to the same level of scrutiny 
or accounting standards as the government budget (which could be higher or 
lower than government account standards).
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May 2009.7 These funds are usually managed by dedi-
cated government agencies and in many cases they 
are financed by specific taxes or levies collected by 
the government. In low-income and least developed 
countries, extra-budgetary funds can present ben-
efits such as receiving external finance and generat-
ing additional incomes, including from interest and 
dividends from investing the capital in financial mar-
kets. In the Pacific, trust funds serve a wide range of 
purposes that support development. The Kiribati Rev-
enue Equalization Reserve Fund (established in 1956), 
for instance, was capitalized using tax revenue from 

7  World Bank (2009) Public Expenditure and Financial Accountability, the 
Kingdom of Thailand. 

phosphate mining. The objective of the trust fund 
was to balance the government future recurrent bud-
get, in anticipation of phosphate exhaustion.8

Decision-makers who are considering or establish-
ing national climate funds can learn from the rich 
body of knowledge and experiences of Asia-Pacific 
countries on extra-budgetary funds for environ-
ment, climate, energy and development. To facili-
tate this knowledge sharing, this paper synthesizes the 
long-standing experiences of Asia-Pacific countries in 
the establishment and management of national funds, 
and builds on the UNDP Guidebook for the Design and 
Establishment of National Funds. The paper synthesizes 
findings of the research conducted through literature 
review,9 an e-discussion on NCFs, a case study analysis 
of seven funds in Asia-Pacific, and a regional clinic on 
the design and management of NCFs (See the “Method-
ology” section).

The objective of this discussion paper is twofold: first, it 
provides a clear overview of the keyissues faced when 

8  See ADB (2005) Trust Funds in the Pacific: Their Role and Future, ADB,  
Manila.

9  Two main reports provide a comprehensive background about national 
climate funds, namely: 1) reports produced by Conservation Finance Alliance, 
which have comprehensively documented the experiences of conservation 
trust funds established following the Convention of Biological Diversity in 
1992 and; 2) a report by ADB (2005) that reviews comprehensively all public 
trust funds and their specific roles in the Pacific.

Box 1: National climate funds in Asia-Pacific 

Over the past few years, there has been a growing 
trend to establish National Climate Funds as a means 
of managing climate finance from domestic and 
international sources. Indonesia and Cambodia 
established Indonesia Climate Change Trust Fund 
(ICCTF) and Cambodia Climate Change Alliance (CCCA) 
Trust Fund to pool international climate finance and 
distribute to relevant stakeholders in respective 
countries. Both Trust Funds are multi-donor trust 
funds, with UNDP as the interim trustee. Bangladesh 
established two climate funds: Bangladesh Climate 
Change Resilience Fund, which is managed by the 
World Bank, and Bangladesh Climate Change Trust 
Fund managed directly by the Government of 
Bangladesh. The Philippines is currently establishing 
the Peoples Survival Fund (PSF), which aims to finance 
adaptation programs and projects that are directly 
supportive of the objectives enumerated in the Climate 
Change Action Plans of local government units and 
communities. The design of the PSF is currently being 
developed.

Several countries are also considering about creating a 
specific window within their existing national funds for 
environment or biodiversity conservation to address 
the issues of climate change. For instance, there is 
an on-going discussion to create a specific window 
for climate change under the Lao Environmental 
Protection Fund, while the Micronesian Conservation 
Trust has applied to be accredited to serve as the 
National Implementing Entity for the Adaptation Fund 
in FSM. 

Box 2. Extra-budgetary funds from the Public 
Finance Perspective 

In the Public Finance Literature, three commonly 
quoted purposes of extra-budgetary funds are: 
1.  Special funds (earmarking) – established for 

specified purposes and financed from special taxes 
or other earmarked revenue required usually by law 
such as social security fund, environment fund, and 
others.

2.  Development funds (pool external resources) 
– funds established to support development 
programs usually using donor contributions and 
sometimes internal sources

3.  Investment funds – funds established with specific 
investment objectives and component of stocks, 
bonds or other financial assets.
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designing, establishing and managing extra-budget-
ary national climate funds in Asia-Pacific. Second, it 
offers some practical examples from countries’ expe-
riences in Asia-Pacific. It should be noted that experi-
ences of other regions with national climate funds may 
differ to those presented in this paper. However, it is 
beyond the scope of this paper to make a comparison 
with other regions. The paper starts with presenting 
different modalities, which countries can consider for 
accessing and managing climate finance. The Method-
ology section then outlines the activities undertaken 
to gather necessary information and the analysis con-
ducted for writing this paper. The findings are classi-
fied into three phases: decision making, designing and 
managing NCFs. To assist decision makers to make an 
informed decision, a set of feasibility criteria is then 
proposed for assessing whether an NCF is a feasible 
option for a country. Finally, important design and 
management features of NCFs are presented, before 
lessons-learned and experiences from the Asia-Pacific 
region are synthesized. 
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Positioning NCFs 
within the overall 
national climate 
finance
Prior to making a decision about the establish-
ment of an NCF, countries should first assess the 
overall climate finance landscape.10 Climate finance 
has many sources, including: government budget (a 
portion of government taxes or levies), international 
donors, lending agencies and interest and dividends. 
There are also a wide range of modalities available to 
access and manage climate finance, including: formal 
government budget systems, national (or regional 
and international) funds (within or outside state ad-
ministration), and project-based approaches. While 
developing countries have a common position regard-
ing the need to move away from managing climate 
finance through individual stand-alone projects, de-
bates about whether to manage (international and 
domestic) climate finance through formal budget 
processes and/or national climate funds remain. Some 
commonly mentioned advantages and concerns re-
garding these modalities as briefly indicated below, 
with some more details provided in Annex 1. It needs 
to be recognized that opinions and experiences differ 
amongst practitioners in the region. 

Possible advantages of managing climate finance 
through National Funds:

•	 	Pool international climate finance 
•	 	Blend international, national, public and private fi-

nance.
•	 	Ensure government funds are earmarked specifi-

cally for climate actions

10 Several useful references for countries when assessing modalities for ac-
cessing and managing climate finance are: Pacific Climate Finance Assessment 
Framework (Pacific Island Forum Secretariat, 2012) and Climate Public Expen-
diture and Institutional Review (CPEIR) conducted in five countries including 
Bangladesh, Cambodia, Nepal, Thailand and Samoa: http://www.climate-
finance-developmenteffectiveness.org/ 

•	 	Channel funds to intended beneficiaries (including 
communities, civil society and private actors) at the 
national and local levels

•  Provide a platform for multi-stakeholder coordina-
tion on climate finance.

•  Able to sustain funding beyond the yearly budget-
ing cycle and its changing priorities, especially in 
countries without MTDFs.

Possible concerns about managing climate finance 
through National Funds:

•	 	Disconnect with overall government budget pro-
cesses – Managing climate finance outside formal 
government systems can compromise the discipline 
of the resource allocation process.

•	  Issues in transparency and accountability – Extra-
budgetary funds are sometimes associated with the 
dilution of accountability and control and also prob-
lems in reporting and consolidating fiscal data.11

A recent report identified that much climate related 
expenditure is already flowing through the formal 
budget system12. Furthermore, the formal budget pro-
cesses engages all government agencies led by Min-
istry of Finance, and involves parliament. The formal 
budget system disperses large volumes of finance, and 
in principle it can be used to “top-up” sector spending 
to support “mainstreaming” of climate. On the other 
hand, there are also potential concerns with climate 
finance in the formal budget system. For example, the 
formal budget process includes negotiations across 
the whole of the government and climate change is 
only one of many issues to be discussed and budgeted. 
Due to competing demands, there is thus no guaran-
tee that sufficient financial resources will be allocated 
for climate change. Furthermore, whilst the formal 
budget system may be able to disburse large amounts 
of finance, there are commonly concerns about the 
quality of such expenditures. 

11  Allen and Radev (2010)  Extrabudgetary Funds, OECD, Paris.

12  Climate Public Expenditure and Institutional Review (CPEIR) studies con-
ducted in five countries including Bangladesh, Cambodia, Nepal, Thailand and 
Samoa: http://www.climatefinance-developmenteffectiveness.org 
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The lesson learned is that countries will continue to 
explore and develop a combination of modalities 
and that emphasis should be on ensuring comple-
mentarity of these modalities and using the limited 
resources in the most effective and efficient man-
ner. Regardless of the modality employed, accessing 
and managing international public climate finance 
poses specific challenges, including: 

•	 	Ongoing climate change negotiations under the 
United Nations Framework of Climate Change Con-
vention (UNFCCC). Issues to be addressed include 
how and when climate finance committed under 
the framework will flow from developed to develop-
ing countries. 

•	 	Uncertainty of the modalities and absence of op-
erational guidelines under the Green Climate Fund 
(GCF). Of particular interest in this context is the 
question of the scale and type of finance support 
that GCF will be able to provide to countries, what 
modalities countries can use to access it, and the cri-
teria that countries / agencies would need to meet 
to do so.

•	 	Lack of specificity of the impacts of climate change 
on some sectors and geographies. Decision-makers 
may be reluctant and/or not have the political will 
to put in place necessary climate policies, strategies 
and actions because of uncertainty associated with 
the direct effects of climate change on livelihoods, 
health and living conditions. 

•	 	Involvement of private actors. Addressing the 
challenges of climate change will not only require 
cross-sectoral coordination between government 
agencies but also the involvement of private actors. 
An important role (amongst others) is that limited 
public finance should be used to leverage private in-
vestments and drive transformational change in the 
behavior of different actors. This needs to be done 
through a combination of actions, depending on 
the country specific needs, such as issuing/adjust-
ing public policies, regulations and providing the 
right set of incentives 
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Research 
methodology

To achieve this paper’s objective, thorough research on 
the establishment and the management of national cli-
mate funds was carried out, involving three main activ-
ities: an e-discussion, a case study analysis focusing on 
seven national funds in the region, and a regional clinic 
on national climate funds. In each of the three activi-
ties, thorough discussions with relevant stakeholders 
(incl. fund managers, government officials, represen-
tatives from civil society and development partners) 
have been pursued to identify main considerations 
that decision-makers should be mindful about when 
deciding about the establishment and the design of an 
NCF as well as when managing an NCF. 

The e-discussion on national climate funds was 
launched by UNDP on 27 February 2012 and carried 
out for 10 weeks. Facilitated by the UNDP Asia-Pacific 
Regional Centre, more than 150 members from the 
Asia-Pacific region participated, including government 
officials, civil societies, fund managers, and develop-
ment partners. The e-discussion highlighted keyissues 
faced, practical solutions, and helped identify peer-to-
peer support on the establishment and management 
of national climate funds in the region.. The e-discus-
sions presented an opportunity for south-south dia-
logue and peer to peer learning in this rapidly evolv-
ing area of climate finance, where it is challenging for 
developing countries and individual institutions to 
stay abreast with the latest experiences and insights. 
Further, opportunities for the development of regional 
networks on topics of mutual interest were created. 

The case study analysis was carried out to provide in-
depth understanding about the design and manage-
ment features of national funds in Asia-Pacific coun-
tries, and took place between March and August 2012. 
The seven national funds included in the analysis are 
the Bhutan Trust Fund for Environmental Conservation 
(BTFEC), China Clean Development Mechanism Fund 
(CCDMF), Cambodia Climate Change Alliance (CCCA) 
Trust Fund, Thailand Energy Conservation Promotion 
(ENCON) Fund, Lao Environmental Protection Fund 

(EPF), Micronesian Conservation Trust (MCT) and Tu-
valu Trust Fund (TTF) (Table 1). The case study analy-
sis involved in-depth discussions with fund managers, 
beneficiaries, and government officials involved in 
the selected national funds. A case study report has 
been produced for each national fund and can be accessed 
on http://www.snap-undp.org/elibrary/byfocus.aspx? 
Area=Energy.

The regional clinic on the design and management 
of NCFs was jointly organized by the UNDP Asia-Pacific 
Regional Centre and the USAID/RDMA-funded ADAPT 
Asia-Pacific project, and took place on 6-8 September. 
A total of 65 participants consisting of fund managers, 
experts and government officials from 20 countries 
and representatives from DFID, USAID, AusAID, SIDA, 
World Bank, ADB, SPREP, PIFs, UNDP and GIZ had dis-
cussions on the feasibility, design and management 
aspects of NCFs. The workshop was effective in shar-
ing experiences, insights and views on NCFs, learn-
ing from the experiences from existing national funds 
throughout the Asia-Pacific region, enriched with 
contributions from government officials and devel-
opment partners. Workshop proceedings can be ac-
cessed on http://www.snap-undp.org/elibrary/byfo-
cus.aspx?Area=Energy.

The discussions with stakeholders generated a wealth 
of information which have been gathered and ana-
lyzed. The discussions were structured according to 
three different phases: decision-making for establish-
ing and NCF, designing of and NCF, and managing of 
an NCF. Practical solutions are also offered based on 
the synthesis of lesson-learned from countries’ expe-
riences with National Funds in the Asia-Pacific region. 
In the decision-making phase, this paper suggests fea-
sibility criteria to assess whether an NCF is a feasible 
option for a country. Once a country has decided to 
establish an NCF, decision-makers will need to select 
the NCF design features. Various design features of na-
tional funds available in Asia-Pacific countries are listed 
to provide a comprehensive picture of a wide range of 
options for NCF design features. Finally, informed by 
experienced fund managers, important management 
features are presented. 
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Table 1: Funds selected for the case study analysis

Name of fund Year of  
Establishment

Objectives

Bhutan Trust Fund for 
Environmental Conservation 

1991 Supporting environmental conservation in Bhutan by providing grants for 
government agencies, local non-governmental organizations, grassroots 
communities and qualified Bhutanese individuals for conservation 
projects.

Lao PDR: Environmental 
Protection Fund 

2005 Strengthening environmental protection, sustainable natural resources 
management, biodiversity conservation and community development in 
Lao PDR.

China Clean Development 
Mechanism Fund

2007 Managing government revenue from CDM projects to provide immediate 
supports for line ministries to conduct policy studies, international 
negotiation, capacity building and public awareness and to pilot 
innovative economic and financial instruments to reduce risks and remove 
market barriers of climate investments in China

Thailand: Energy Conservation 
Promotion Fund

1992 Managing government levies collected on petroleum products to finance 
the promotion of renewable energy and energy efficiency in Thailand

Cambodia Climate Alliance Fund
(CCCA) Trust Fund

2010 Securing external funding for priority interventions to develop technical 
and institutional capacity at national and sub-national levels to address 
current and future climate related challenges. 

Micronesia Conservation Trust 2002 Support biodiversity conservation and related sustainable development 
for the people of Micronesia by providing long term sustained funding

Tuvalu Trust Fund 1987 Contribute to the long-term financial viability of Tuvalu by providing an 
additional source of revenue for recurrent expenses of the Government of 
Tuvalu.
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Feasibility Criteria  
of NCFs

Countries need to make a careful assessment prior 
to making a decision on the establishment of NCFs 
taking into account other options that are available 
for accessing and managing climate finance. A feasi-
bility assessment will help decision-makers to make an 
informed decision about the establishment of an NCF 
and its most appropriate design. The following feasibil-
ity criteria are suggested below (Figure 1).

Strategic role. The most important step when making a 
decision about the establishment of NCFs is to define its 
policy objectives within the overall climate finance archi-
tecture in a country. An NCF should be strategically de-
signed, aiming to fulfill an important role that achieves 
climate and development objectives that cannot or less 
effectively be achieved through other modalities. 

One possible strategic role is leveraging private and 
public investments and drive transformational change 
towards low-carbon and climate resilient development. 
For instance, the CCDM Fund is an example of a national 
fund with a strategic role. The fund is capitalized mostly 
by levies collected from CDM projects in China. Al-
though the fund manages only a small portion of finan-
cial resources (US$ 1.6 billion) compared to government 
budgets allocated for energy efficiency, renewable en-
ergy and environmental protection (US$ 26.9 billion), it 
aims to have significant impact on policy and research. 

The CCDM Fund is established specifically to play 
strategic roles, including: 

 1)  Financing immediate actions required to ad-
dress the challenges of climate change, such as 
policy studies, public awareness, and interna-
tional negotiations; 

 2)  Testing or piloting financial/economic instru-
ments to develop cost-effective measures for 
climate mitiga¬tion and adaptation in China.

The latter includes innovative approaches to leverage
private sector investments. In the case of the Pacific 

Strategic
role EffectivenessCapacity

Financial
sustainablility

Political
feasibility

where private investments is generally regarded as less 
realistic, a strategic role of a national fund could be to 
mobilize international public finance to drive transfor-
mational change or as a means of “parking funds” to 
then be implemented based on the absorptive capac-
ity of the country. Another strategic role of a NCF could 
be to specifically reach out to marginalized and vulner-
able groups at the community level.

Political feasibility. Establishing an NCF requires time 
and resources to gain political support. When a law (or 
act) is required for the establishment (and/or capitaliza-
tion) of a fund, support from parliament may be neces-
sary depending on the political and legal systems in a 
country. Although the process of gaining the political 
support may take longer, a fund that is established by 
a law (or act) will most likely be more sustainable. For 
example, the Thailand Energy Conservation Fund and 
the Bhutan Trust Fund for Environmental Conservation 
that were established in 1990s through a Law and a 
Royal Decree respectively. In addition, once a law is is-
sued, the process of getting the fund operational can 
be accelerated based on the strong legal basis. Early 
experiences in Asia-Pacific countries show that expand-
ing existing national funds (mostly environment funds) 
to access and manage climate finance will also require 
political negotiations. However, such a process could 
be less intense and time consuming than establishing 
a new national fund. For instance, the MCT and the Lao 

Figure 1:
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EPF are currently considering expanding their scope by 
including climate change into their existing funds.

Institutional and human resource capacity. The time 
required for a fund to be fully operational and ready 
to disburse money to the intended beneficiaries is 
dependent on the institutional and human resource 
capacity within a country. After a fund is officially es-
tablished, an operation manual should be developed 
to detail specific rules and regulations for the imple-
mentation and management of the fund. This can be 
based on manuals for existing funds or built off of 
government systems. Sufficient capacity to manage 
the fund effectively and transparently according to the 
established rules and regulations is therefore required. 
Depending on the existing capacity, the process of 
getting a fund to be fully operational can take several 
years. For instance, in the case of BTFEC, the fund fo-
cused mainly on building the human and institutional 
capacity in the first 10 years, while the CCDMF took five 
years before up-scaling the total grant projects from 14 
projects to 125 projects. 

Time and cost effectiveness. Establishing and getting 
a national fund operational takes time and resources. 
As discussed above, the process starts with political 
negotiations, building sufficient capacity and making 
sure the design elements are in place (which will be 
discussed in the next section). Political negotiations 
will involve time and efforts; and when capacity is lack-
ing, investments in capacity development is neces-
sary. The establishment process, from the negotiation 
process to getting a fund ready to disburse money to 
beneficiaries, may take 2-3 years. For example, for the 
TTF, the Government of Tuvalu had developed the con-
cept of a “Reserve Fund” in 1984 and the agreement 
establishing the TTF was signed on 16 June 1987.  In 
many cases, to overcome the issue of low capacity at 
the country level, a national fund can hire a service 
provider or a fund manager. This arrangement can be a 
temporary solution to allow the fund to be operational 
relatively fast taking into account this may incur higher 
costs. Managing a national fund on day-to-day basis 
will entail overhead costs, including staff salaries and 
other administrative costs which need to be covered. 
For example, MCT charges around 16 percent for a 
management fee of grants received from development 

partners, while KEHATI (a national fund for biodiversity 
conservation in Indonesia) its overhead costs for the 
period 2008 - 2011 were around 14.7 percent.

Financial sustainability – Many national climate funds 
are established to initially manage a one-time contri-
bution from donors which should be disbursed to in-
tended beneficiaries within a specific time frame. Of-
ten, newly established funds do not have sustainable 
sources of finance to replenish its capital regularly. 
When financial resources are running out, these funds 
will be closed. Considering the amount of resources 
and time that are required for the establishment of 
NCFs, countries should be mindful about establish-
ing a fund without a long-term and strong strategy on 
resource mobilization. An example of a fund found to 
be sustainable is the TTF which is an endowment fund 
useful for long-term planning and can earn investment 
income (capital appreciation and dividends); while the 
linked revolving fund provides more flexibility when 
a distribution from the main trust fund is paid. In ad-
dition to the capital appreciation, there have been 
AUD$38.6 million in additional contributions. In the pe-
riod since the Fund began to 30 June 2007, AUD$65.7 
million has been made available to the Government 
and the current value of the fund is a maintained value 
of AUD$127 million as at March 2012. 
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Design Features of 
National Funds

A fund, defined as a sum of money set aside for a spe-
cific purpose, is different than a trust fund. Both terms, 
however, are often used interchangeably. The “trust” 
component of a trust fund is a legal arrangement 
wherein one party, the trustor, gives control of assets 
to another party, the trustee, to be administered on 
behalf of a third party, the beneficiary. In public trust 
funds the trustors, trustees and beneficiaries can be 
individuals, groups of individuals, institutions or gov-
ernments. Public trust funds, therefore, are “those es-
tablished for public purposes by, with, or through gov-
ernments by some form of enacting legislation (local, 
national, or international), which forms the trust, sets 
out its legal terms, and assigns respective rights and 
responsibilities to different parties”13. Under this defini-
tion, most extra-budgetary funds can be classified as 
trust funds, since they are established by law, managed 
by trustees, and channeling funds to beneficiaries. 
However, in literature, public trust funds usually refer 
to a specific type of fund, similar to a private trust fund, 
which preserves capital while income from that capital 
available to designated persons or purposes. “National 
funds” is a general term used in this report to refer to 
all types of funds established at the national level. The 
next section provides detailed explanation of different 
types of funds. 

National climate funds can vary considerably in 
terms of objectives, legal status, type of fund, trustee 
arrangements, capitalization and beneficiaries. This 
section discusses design features of national climate 
funds and provides concrete examples from seven na-
tional funds that are analyzed in the case study analysis. 

Different types of funds

There are three main types of national funds: endow-
ment, revolving and sinking funds. The types of na-

13  ADB (2005) Trust Funds in the Pacific: Their Role and Future, ADB, Manila.

tional funds will determine the capitalization process 
and the structure of the governing body. 

Sinking fund. A sinking fund consumes the principle 
capital and investment income (if the fund is invested) 
over a fixed time period. This type of fund should be 
regarded as a short-term initiative and not sustainable 
in the long run because the capital of the fund will be 
disbursed entirely within a fixed period of time. An 
example of a sinking fund is a multi-donor trust fund, 
where it pools financial resources committed by various 
donors and channels them to intended beneficiaries 
through one gateway to ensure better aid coordination. 
The Cambodia Climate Change Alliance (CCCA) Trust 
Fund and Indonesia Climate Change Trust Fund are an 
example of a multi-donor trust fund for climate change. 

Revolving fund. Revolving funds are those in which 
the principle capital and the investment income (if 
the fund is invested) are consumed entirely but a re-
plenishment source (a tax or external source) exists 
and contributes regularly to the funds. The principal 
capital can be further invested in various types of risk-
free financial instruments (such as in commercial bank 
deposits) to generate additional income (i.e. the CCDM 
fund) or not invested further (i.e. the ENCON fund). 

Endowment fund. A fund is considered an endowment 
fund when the principal capital is kept in perpetuity and 
not consumed under any circumstances and only the 
investment income is used to provide grants. As there is 
no regular source to replenish the capital, therefore, an 
endowment fund depends on the interests or dividends 
generated from the investments and/or additional funds 
mobilizing by fund managers (i.e. the BTFEC and the TTF).

In many countries, it is common to find a combination 
of two types of funds in one institution, including: 

•	 	An endowment fund and a sinking fund (i.e. the 
MCT and the EPF). One of the reasons for combining 
an endowment fund and sinking fund is that many 
national funds in least developed countries (LDCs) 
depend on external sources and many times such 
funds come in the form of time-bound and ear-
marked grants. An initial endowment fund would 
at least help to cover the core administrative costs 
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to ensure sustainability of a fund, while the sinking 
fund can receive and disburse the time-bound and 
earmarked grants when these come in.

•	 	An endowment fund and a revolving fund (i.e. the 
TTF). The TTF is an endowment fund, which makes dis-
tributions to a revolving fund. These two funds draw on 
the comparative advantages of both types of funds, for 
instance, an endowment fund is useful for long-term 
planning and can earn investment income (capital ap-
preciation and dividends); while a revolving fund pro-
vides more flexibility to distribute incomes generated 
from the main trust fund (or the endowment fund). 

Sources of capital can come from international (bilat-
eral and multilateral) and domestic sources including 
government budget, private sector (i.e. the EPF re-
ceives contributions from private companies) and indi-
viduals. The capitalization process can be built up over 
a certain period of time, or provided at the beginning 
(establishment) of funds, or a mix of the two options. 
Table 2 shows different sources of capital of the seven 
national funds mentioned before.  

Government budget. For a revolving fund, the capital 
can come from a portion of government taxes or lev-
ies (i.e. on petroleum products in Thailand or on CDM 
projects in China) and loans. The ENCON fund and the 
CCDM fund provide examples for countries on how to 
identify potential sources of revenue for financing cli-
mate actions. Revenues can be collected from indus-
tries and sectors that are the main emitters of green-
house gasses. The collected revenues can further be 
earmarked for activities that directly contribute to low 
carbon and climate- resilient development at the na-
tional and local levels. 

External sources. The sources of finance can also be 
mobilized through development partners and vertical 
global funds.

Dividends and interests from investments. For an 
endowment fund, the initial capital can be invested in 
a financial market in instruments such as stocks and 
bonds with a greater risk involved or in bank deposits 
and other less risky instruments. 

Name of fund Type of Fund Capital Total capital/assets managed

Bhutan Trust Fund 
for Environmental 
Conservation 

Endowment fund Grants from WWF, Government of Bhutan, GEF, 
Netherlands, Norway, Finland, Denmark, and 
Switzerland

Total assets as of 2010-2011: 
US$ 42.3 million

Lao PDR: 
Environmental 
Protection Fund 

Endowment and 
sinking funds

Grants and loans from the World Bank and ADB, 
contributions from businesses, and interests or 
benefits from the investments

Total incomes (2006-2010): 
US$ 13.9 million

China Clean 
Development 
Mechanism Fund

Revolving fund A portion of levies on CDM projects in China 
collected by the government, earnings from 
CDM Fund business operations, donations 
from international, domestic institutions, 
organizations and individuals

Total assets (end of 2011): 
US$ 1.58billion (RMB 10 billion)

Thailand: Energy 
Conservation 
Promotion Fund

Revolving fund Imposed levies on petroleum products Annual income: US$ 225 
million (THB 7 billion)

Cambodia Climate 
Alliance Fund

Sinking fund Grants from bilateral donors, including the 
European Union, Sweden, Denmark, and UNDP. 

Committed donor 
contributions: US$ 8.9 million

Micronesia 
Conservation Trust

Endowment and 
sinking fund

Grants from the US Department of the Interior, 
the Federal Republic of Germany, UNDP-GEF, 
Packard Foundation, SGP and The Nature 
Conservancy.

Total endowment: US$ 11.2 
million; Total donations for 
sinking fund: US$ 7 million 

Tuvalu Trust Fund Endowment 
fund linked to a  
revolving fund

Contributions from the Governments of Tuvalu, 
Australia, New Zealand, United Kingdom, Japan, 
South Korea

Total assets: A$127 million 
(Maintained Value as of 2012)

Potential sources of capital for national climate funds can be classified as follows:

Table 2: Types of funds and sources of capital
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Leveraging private sector finance. There is an urgent 
need to leverage private sector investments to finance 
climate initiatives. The private sector can provide climate 
finance in two ways, including through: 1) a direct (cash) 
contribution to a national fund in the form of voluntary 
contribution or corporate social responsibility programs 
(for example, voluntary contributions of several compa-
nies directly to the EPF); or 2) a contribution to private 
investments in projects that aim to lower greenhouse 
gas emissions and/or increase climate resilience. In the 
case of the CCDM fund and the ENCON fund, public fi-
nance is used to leverage private sector finance for en-
ergy efficiency and climate mitigation projects. Under 
both funds, a contract-based cooperation model with 
commercial banks is implemented, where the fund 
functions as seed capital to leverage private investment 
in bankable projects for energy conservation and green-
house gas emission reductions.

Legal Arrangements

The establishment of a national fund requires a legal ba-
sis. The legal status of a national fund can be stipulated 
by a national act or law, which usually includes the gov-
erning principles of the fund (i.e. the BTFEC, the ENCON 
Fund, and the EPF). The governing principles are then 
detailed in an operation manual that will guide the fi-
nancial and administration management of the fund as 
well as the fiduciary standards. Based on their legal ar-
rangements, national funds can be classified as follows:

A fund that is an extension of government adminis-
tration. The management of such a fund is mandated 
to a government agency (which is usually stipulated 
by a government regulation such as an act or a law). 
For instance, the secretariat of the ENCON Fund is cur-
rently within a relevant government agency (Energy 
Policy and Planning Office). The management of the 
fund is in compliance with the state financial man-
agement standards. The audit process, for instance, is 
conducted by the central government and is similar to 
the audit process for other government agencies in the 
country. This type of fund usually does not have com-
mercial banking capacity. Hence, if any, soft loans and 
other financial instruments financed by such a fund are 
outsourced to commercial banks.

A fund that is managed by an independent body 
and established by a law (or a government regula-
tion). The case of the BTFEC is an example of this type 
of fund. The trust fund is governed by the Royal Char-
ter of the Trust Fund for Environmental Conservation 
1996, which provides the governing principles for the 
BTFEC. The rules and regulations governing the day-
to-day operations of the fund are detailed in the Op-
eration Manual issued in 2009. Although established 
by the Royal Charter, the BTFEC is considered as an 
independent grant maker guided by strategic funding 
framework. The Director and the secretariat staff are 
non-civil service positions. 

A fund that takes the form of a private corpora-
tion or a non-profit organization. The MCT can be 
classified as this type of fund. The MCT was granted 
a Non-Profit Corporation Charter by the President of 
the Federated States of Micronesia in November 2002. 
Subsequently, the MCT obtained its registration as a 
nonprofit corporation in the Federated States of Mi-
cronesia, through a Registry Certificate issued by the 
Federated States of Micronesia Registrar of Corpora-
tions. The MCT adheres to policies and standards set 
out in its Articles of Incorporation, By-Laws and Opera-
tion Manual as duly adopted and approved under the 
laws of the Federated States of Micronesia.

A multi-donor trust fund that operates like a pro-
gram/project implemented by a multilateral agency. 
The implementation of a multi-donor trust fund (MDTF) 
is usually according to the rules and procedures of the 
host agency. For instance, the CCCA Trust Fund is man-
aged according to the project implementation proce-
dures of UNDP as the fund administrator. Each donor 
of the CCCA Trust Fund enters into a contractual agree-
ment with UNDP. The operational and administrative 
specificities of the framework for the CCCA Trust Fund 
are detailed in its Operational Manual.

Governing Body

In national funds, a trustor (usually development part-
ners and/or governments on behalf of their constitu-
ents) provides a legal responsibility to a trustee for the 
management and oversight of assets and financial re-
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sources. The trustee should carry out the terms of the 
trust in the best interest of the beneficiaries. A trustee 
or the governing structure of a fund usually consists of 
the following bodies: 

Board of Trustee.14 A Board usually has a mandate to 
oversee the overall management of a fund, including 
selecting and overseeing a Director for an executive of-
fice that is responsible for the day-to-day financial and 
administration management of the fund. Moreover, the 
Board also makes all policy decisions, including project 
selection, investment policies, as well as short- and 
long- term plans. The composition of a Board varies be-
tween national funds, which can be classified as follows: 

•	 	Government representatives: For instance, the 
board members of the ENCON fund and the CCDM 
fund are representatives from government agen-
cies dealing with the issues of energy and climate 
change respectively.

•	 	Multi-stakeholders: Involving representatives from 
government agencies, development partners, and 
civil society (i.e. the BTFEC)

•	 	International and national representatives: Interna-
tional representatives sitting in a board of trustee 
can be for a temporary or indefinite term. They are 
usually representing development partners or do-
nors providing financial support to a fund. Examples 
include the Boards of Trustees of the MCT, the Board 
of Directors for the TTF and the CCCA Trust Fund.

Executive Office.15 An executive office is a daily admin-
istrative body that is responsible for the administration 
and financial management under the guidance of a 
Board of Trustee. A Director is usually assigned to man-
age the executive office of a national fund. Depending 
on the legal status of a fund, staff of an executive office 
can be government officials or non-civil servants, al-
though in most cases, it is the latter. In the case of multi-
donor trust funds, such as the CCCA Trust Fund, the sec-
retariat staff and a trust fund manager are hired directly 
by UNDP as the host agency. 

14  Alternative names include Board of Directors, Board, Management Board, 
or Programme Support Board; for funds with a multilateral agency as trustee 
such as in Cambodia, the terminology Steering Committee is commonly used.

15  Alternative names include a Secretariat or a Management Center.

Technical Committee. A technical committee is not 
necessary a permanent structure within the governing 
structure of a national fund. In most cases, the tech-
nical committee is only formed at the beginning of a 
project cycle to review and evaluate project proposals 
and provide recommendations to the Board whether a 
proposal can be awarded or declined funding. Techni-
cal experts serving as members of a technical commit-
tee are often involved for a certain period of time to 
render the services required. 

Investment Committee. An investment committee is 
primarily responsible for overseeing the management 
of financial assets and formulating investment policies. 
The committee provides recommendations for general 
investment matters to the Board who will then make 
final decisions. An investment committee is a crucial 
body in the management of endowment funds (for in-
stance the BTFEC), while for other types of funds, an 
investment committee can be embedded in an execu-
tive office (i.e. the CCDM fund). A fund can also hire a 
service provider (an investment firm) to help manage 
its financial assets (i.e. the TTF).

Beneficiaries

In the case of public (trust) funds, beneficiaries are in-
dividuals/groups, who are eligible to receive benefits 
from the fund (income or principle capital). The benefi-
ciaries of national funds for climate change can include 
civil society, non-governmental organizations, local 
communities, sector ministries, local governments, 
and private actors. One of the advantages of NCFs is 
its ability to reach to stakeholders outside the govern-
ment system, particularly considering the crucial roles 
of private actors and local communities in the efforts 
of addressing challenges of climate change. NCFs need 
to create specific instruments or programs targeting 
different stakeholders to achieve the policy objectives 
of the fund. Discussion on how to reach beneficiaries 
efficiently will be discussed in the next section of the 
Management of NCFs.
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Management 
features of NCFs

The management features of NCFs focus mainly on 
reaching intended beneficiaries and ensuring trans-
parency, effectiveness and results-based implemen-
tation. Intended beneficiaries and programs to be fi-
nanced by a national fund should be considered when 
developing the design features of NCFs. An operation-
al manual usually includes a detailed description of the 
programs financed by the NCF and guidance on how 
intended beneficiaries can participate in the programs. 
Programs financed by an NCF should be refined over 
time considering the changing socioeconomic and po-
litical circumstances, and Operation Manuals regularly 
reviewed and updated as necessary.

Project cycle: transparency and efficiency

Different programs apply different procedures, rules 
and project selection criteria. For grant projects, proj-
ect cycles are commonly started by a call for propos-
als. Another possible approach to solicit proposals is 
to invite specifically targeted (or accredited) beneficia-
ries. For instance, in the case of the CCDM fund that 
provides grants to line ministries dealing with climate 
change, the management center specifically invites 
project proposals only from those ministries. This ap-
proach is justified when beneficiaries are well-defined. 
Following the solicitation of proposals, executive staff 
will screen all project proposals received. Projects 
that meet requirements are forwarded to a techni-
cal committee for their reviews and comments. Their 
comments are compiled and shared to the Board of 
Trustees to help the board make final approval or dis-
approval of projects. Once the projects are approved, 
executive staff carry out a due diligence exercise to 
make sure the project proponent can manage the proj-
ect funds with prudence.  

For loan projects, the implementation can be out-
sourced to commercial banks, development banks or 
financial institutions depending on the capacity of the 
executive office managing a fund. The ENCON fund, 

for instance, provides soft loans for enterprises to pro-
mote energy efficiency and renewable energy through 
eleven commercial banks. In the case of CCDM fund, 
loan (investment) projects are managed directly by the 
executive office (the CCDM fund Management Center). 
In the CCDM fund, investment projects are identified 
in cooperation with provincial finance bureaus, where 
potential applicants are invited to file their applica-
tions. Following the submission of project proposals, 
provincial finance bureaus will conduct the neces-
sary due diligence, where the CCDM fund will provide 
management fees to the bureaus for the service. The 
Management Center will consider national economic, 
industrial and climate policies when reviewing invest-
ment projects. For an investment project that is larger 
than RMB 70 million (US$ 11 million), approval from 
the Board is required as it is considered a strategically 
important project. Projects with a total value of less 
than RMB 70 million will be approved by the CCDM 
fund Management Centre. 

Hiring a manager to implement each program fi-
nanced by a national fund may be necessary to in-
crease effectiveness of program implementation and 
reduce the burden of the executive office. To imple-
ment the TEERF, DEDE has been working with commer-
cial banks to provide soft loans for businesses. Having 
commercial banks to manage the Revolving Fund is 
advantageous because of their capacity in managing 
loans and dealing with lenders. The program can also 
create awareness for commercial banks about the im-
portance of providing loans for energy efficiency and 
renewable energy initiatives. In contrast, to manage 
the ESCO fund of the ENCON fund, two fund managers 
from non-profit organizations have been appointed. 
As previously discussed, the fund managers have been 
proactive in working with SMEs and ensuring the en-
terprises to access the ESCO fund.

The governing body of a fund, including the Board, the 
Executive Office and appointed Program Managers, 
owe a fiduciary duty to their beneficiaries. A fiduciary 
duty is a legal or ethical relationship of confidence or 
trust between the governing body and beneficiaries. 
Fiduciary standards, therefore, require the trustee to 
act in the best interests of their beneficiaries and to ad-
minister the trust with care and prudence. In the case 
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of NCFs, fiduciary standards should: 1) ensure that al-
located budget is used for the purpose for which it is 
intended; and 2) ensure that funds are managed (in-
vested) and spent in an efficient and transparent man-
ner as possible in order to maximize value for money. 
Donors and vertical global funds apply different fidu-
ciary standards and requirements. For instance, the 
Global Environment Facility and the Adaptation Fund 
have different fiduciary standards, and the GCF will 
also have its own standards. Noting all these funds 
have their own standards, as an example, the fiduciary 
standards applied by the Adaptation Fund are provid-
ed in Box 3.

Working with beneficiaries  
at the local level

One of the strategic objectives of NCFs can be to en-
sure that sufficient financial resources are allocated 
and directly channeled to local communities and other 
potential beneficiaries. However, despite specific allo-
cation of resources for local stakeholders, often it is dif-
ficult for them to access these resources due to several 
barriers, such as low capacity in developing project 

proposals. Working with local beneficiaries requires 
NCFs to pursue strategies such as developing capacity 
of local stakeholders and building learning networks 
throughout project implementation. The Lao EPF, for 
instance, has been successful in reaching local benefi-
ciaries as a result of continuous support provided by 
the executive office to potential beneficiaries in the 
form of training and other forms of capacity develop-
ment. In the case of the MCT, training by experts from 
its two peer learning networks (Micronesians in Island 
Conservation and Pacific Islands Managed and Protect-
ed Areas Community) is provided when the needs for 
capacity development are identified. 

NCFs should also have some flexibility to ensure that 
the right beneficiaries, especially the local stakehold-
ers, will get a fair chance to access the fund. NCFs need 
to provide ample time for the potential beneficiaries 
to develop proposals and to have a meaningful discus-
sion with the beneficiaries. Moreover, NCFs can also 
encourage project proponents to partner or to collab-
orate with more established entities. In the case of the 
MCT, when it is determined that project proponents, 
which are usually the community groups, do not have 
the capacity to manage the funds prudently, the MCT 

Box 3. Fiduciary Standards: the Adaptation Fund

The fiduciary standards of the Adaptation Fund cover the following aspects: 

1. Financial management and integrity 
 a.  accurately and regularly record transactions and balances in a manner that adheres to broadly accepted good 

practices, and are audited periodically by an independent firm or organization
 b. Managing and disbursing funds efficiently and with safeguards to recipients on a timely basis
 c. Produce forward-looking financial plans and budgets
 d. Legal status to contact with the Adaptation Fund and third parties

2. Requisite institutional capacity 
 a. Procurement procedures which provide for transparent practices, including competition
 b. Capacity to undertake monitoring and evaluation
 c.  Ability to identify, develop and appraise project – ex ante and ex post – technically, legally, financially, economically, 

socially and environmentally
 d.  Competency to manage or oversee the execution of the project including ability to manage sub-recipients, fit for 

purpose infrastructure and resource to support project delivery and implementation

3. Transparency and self - investigative powers
 a. Competence to deal with financial mis-management and other forms of malpractice

Source: http://adaptation-fund.org/system/files/AFB.B.6.4_Fiduciary_Standards.pdf
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will request participation of a more established NGO to 
function as the so-called fiscal sponsor.

Performance based monitoring

NCFs should perform both technical and financial mon-
itoring. The financial monitoring includes scrutinizing 
the disbursement and the utility of the finances, while 
the technical monitoring requires the assessment of 
projects’ progress and achievement of their intended 
purposes. It is also imperative to measure the impact 
of projects. Grantees need to submit progress reports, 
both financial and technical, to an executive office pe-
riodically. The Executive Office should keep the Board 
informed on the progress of its activities through regu-
lar progress reports. Annual reports covering technical 
progress and (externally) audited financial statements 
can also be put into the public domain.

Considering low capacity of local stakeholders to write 
a progress report, the monitoring and reporting sys-
tem for local beneficiaries often needs to be simpli-
fied. The EPF, for instance, accepts oral submission for 
a progress report. The executive office of the EPF ar-
ranges a stakeholder meeting periodically at the pro-
vincial level, where all beneficiaries receiving funds 
from the EPF will be invited. In the meeting, which is 
usually chaired by the Vice Governor, all beneficiaries 
will verbally report the progress of their projects. A rep-
resentative from the EPF will then prepare the minutes 
of meeting where details of the verbal discussion will 
be noted down. Following the meeting, the minutes 
will be circulated to all beneficiaries for them to agree 
on what is written, including the progress of the proj-
ects and their future action plans. Based on the agreed 
minutes, the EPF will conduct regular monitoring of 
project implementation. 

The monitoring and evaluation of NCFs themselves 
need to focus on measuring the impacts of the pro-
grams. To enable the monitoring of results, quantita-
tive targets and key performance indicators should be 
put in place. For instance, the impacts of funds spent 
on climate mitigation can be measured based on the 
total emission reductions achieved. The Revolving 
Fund, financed by the ENCON Fund, set a range of Key 

Performance Indicators (KPI) to monitor the perfor-
mance of the Fund. Participating banks are required 
to provide monthly reports to DEDE. Based on the re-
ports, DEDE assesses the achievement or performance 
of the Revolving Fund, including the total of electricity 
and oil saving per year. For example, in 2008, the total 
revolving fund loan was US$ 94.7 million, while the to-
tal electricity and oil saving were US$ 31.3 million and 
US$ 42.5 million respectively.

Ensure effective programs

Assessing the effectiveness of programs financed by a 
national fund periodically is necessary. Based on such 
assessment, an existing program may need to be re-
vised or a new program should be created consider-
ing changing socioeconomic and political situations in 
a country. The ENCON fund provides a good example 
for the need and importance of reviewing implement-
ed programs regularly. In 2002, the ENCON fund es-
tablished a new program, called the Thailand Energy 
Efficiency Revolving Fund (TEERF). TEERF provides 
soft-loans to factory/building owners and private com-
panies to promote energy efficiency and renewable 
energy. TEERF is implemented by eleven commercial 
banks and monitored by Department of Alternative 
Energy Development and Efficiency (DEDE). Follow-
ing a review conducted by DEDE, it was found that it 
had been mostly large businesses that benefited from 
TEERF. Based on this review, DEDE considered the need 
to establish a specific program to attract investors for 
small projects, mostly implemented by small and me-
dium enterprises (SMEs). To achieve the objective, the 
Energy Service Company (ESCO) fund was then intro-
duced in 2008, where non-profit organizations were 
appointed as the fund managers.
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Recommendations
Based on the analysis conducted on existing national 
funds in Asia Pacific, several lessons-learned can be 
synthesized to provide policy recommendations for 
decision makers on the three important phases: decid-
ing about the establishment and the design of an NCF 
as well as when managing an NCF.

16

16 It varies between countries. In Thailand, for instance, the Bureau of Bud-
get under the Prime Minister office has the authority to compile the expected 
revenue and expenditures of government agencies and state enterprises and 
develop state budget documents.

Box 4: Questions to guide decision makers in conducting a feasibility analysis prior to establishing an NCF

Strategic Role:

1. What is the strategic role of the proposed NCF in the context of financing the country’s climate change policy objectives? 
  Recommendation: NCFs can play the following (combination of ) roles: earmark of government revenue, pool or 

blend resources, generate income from investments and achieve specific purposes (i.e. distribute financial resources to 
local communities; leverage private investments), to promote low emission and climate-resilient development. 

  Caution: A popular reason for establishing an NCF in Asia-Pacific is that a fund can play a role as a stepping-stone 
as coordinated planning and subsequent structured budgeting within the regular government system for climate 
change could be hard to achieve in the short-term. Many countries cannot wait to have all their processes and 
institutional arrangements in place to address the increasing pressure to act upon impacts generated by climate 
change,. Hence, NCFs are expected to address urgent needs to start with, with high-level, cross-sectoral political 
representation. However, countries need to be mindful when establishing NCFs as a stepping-stone. Learning from the 
experiences in the region, the establishment of funds takes time and resources. For instance, the establishment of the 
CCCA Trust Fund, which has the simplest design features of a national fund, took 2 years from the negotiation process 
until the first call for project proposals. If a country decides to establish an NCF as a stepping-stone, a long-term plan 
should be agreed upon and put in place upfront to be clear upfront on the next steps beyond the NCF (see below on 
financial feasibility).

2. What are other available options (alternative to an NCF) in your country?
  Example: If the main purpose of an NCF is to manage earmarked government revenue for climate change, decision-

makers can consider issuing a regulation to set aside a portion of government budget for a specific purpose and 
channel it through the formal budget system. For instance, several developing countries (i.e. Indonesia), by law, set 
aside and spend a portion of its annual national and local expenditure for specific sectors, such as education. 

  Recommendation: A country should avoid establishing an NCF when there is no added-value that justifies the 
amount of resources to be spent for establishing it, particularly when other options are available (i.e. channeling 
through a formal government budget system or expanding an existing national fund to include a window focusing on 
climate change).

3. Who are the main beneficiaries? 
  Recommendation: NCFs can be established to ensure that necessary channels are available to reach those who need 

the funds most, such as the most vulnerable at the frontline of climate adaptation and private actors in the case of 
climate mitigation. These beneficiaries are often excluded when financial resources are channeled through a formal 
government system.

Prior to deciding on NCFs, a thorough analysis is 
required to: 1) assess the overall climate finance 
landscape; 2) consider the specific objective that 
an NCF aims to achieve and 3) how it can contribute 
to achieving national policies on climate change. 
Building on the experiences with national funds in Asia-
Pacific countries, this paper has proposed a set of feasi-
bility criteria to guide conducting a feasibility analysis. 
Several questions that can guide decision-makers in 
conducting a feasibility analysis are proposed in Box 4.
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  Caution: if the main beneficiaries are government agencies, an NCF should avoid duplicating the function of ministry 
of finance who is responsible for allocating budget to government agencies.16  For instance, the ENCON fund provides 
grants for government agencies, non-governmental organizations as well as research institutions and also finances 
several financial instruments to promote energy efficiency. The amount of fund allocated to provide grants for 
government agencies are rather a significant portion of the total ENCON fund. This portion of the fund is managed 
by a directorate within the Ministry of Energy. Managing hundreds of grant projects has caused a very high workload 
for the directorate, which performs a rather similar function to the Bureau of Budget and the Ministry of Finance. 
NCFs need to avoid playing a role that is similar to a government system, and focus on strategic roles that cannot be 
performed by a regular budget process.

Political feasibility 
 1.  Is there any existing mechanism that can be expanded for accessing and managing climate finance (which may be 

more cost effective rather than establishing a new NCF)?
 2.   Who are the main stakeholders that will need to make the decision on establishing an NCF? Who will support and 

oppose to the idea of establishing an NCF? Why and what can be done to influence their positions? 
 3.  What is the legal framework that will be required to establish an NCF or to expand the mandate of the existing 

national fund to address the issues of climate change? If a regulation is required, who can/should issue it? 
 4.  Do the government/donors have political commitment to provide sustainable source of finance?  If not, how can 

financial resources be mobilized and sustained?

Human and institutional capacity
 1.  What is the existing capacity for establishing and managing an NCF (i.e. financial management and fund 

operations)? 
 2.  Are there existing (national/international) institutions that meet international fiduciary standards? Can these 

institutions be involved in the management of an NCF? Or can the mandates of these institutions be expanded to 
access and manage climate finance? 

 3.  Is there any human resources capacity available in managing a fund according to the required fiduciary standards? 
If yes, can they easily be recruited? If not, how much investment should be allocated to develop the capacity before 
a fund can be fully operationalized?

Cost and time consideration
 1.  How quick do you expect an NCF to be operationalized?
 2.  How does this timeframe take into consideration the complexity of the funds design (type, beneficiaries, 

capacity, etc.)?
 3.  How much resources are you willing to invest prior to the establishment of the fund? How much resources are you 

willing to invest in developing human and institutional capacity to manage an NCF? 

4. Who will cover the costs of establishing the fund?  

 Financial Sustainability
 1.  If the main purpose of an NCF is to pool external resources, how committed are donors in providing finances? Is the 

finance provided as a one-time contribution or is a source for regular replenishment for capital available?
 2.  If the main purpose of an NCF is to ensure sustainable income from investments to provide grants for financing 

climate actions, how much upfront capital is required to generate the expected amount of interests/dividends? 
  
  Recommendations: An endowment fund may be very useful for least developed countries where the contribution of 

external finance is often higher than government resources in financing climate actions. For middle-income countries, 
an endowment fund may be useful if an NCF aims to provide sustainable income for providing small grants tolocal 
communities.

After a country decides to establish of an NCF, specific 
design features should be selected according to the 
NCF proposed objectives. The selection of design fea-
tures should also take into account the political com-

mitment of government/donors that can be secured 
(in providing capital), the resources required (or willing 
to be invested) to establish the fund, and the target 
time when the fund should be operationalized.
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When the objective of NCFs is to pool external fi-
nancial resources and channel them to immediate 
beneficiaries, a sinking fund may be considered as an 
option to access and manage climate finance. A sinking 
fund is the simplest type of a national fund (Figure 2). 
Depending on the legal framework of a country, estab-
lishment of a sinking fund does not require an approv-
al from parliaments nor an issuance of a government 
regulation, particularly when a fund is operating like a 
traditional project/program of development partners. 
A multilateral agency (i.e. UN agencies and develop-
ment banks) can be assigned to administer the fund in 
the interim until the institutional and human resource 
capacity in a country is developed. This arrangement 
should be seen as an immediate and temporary solu-
tion. A detailed workplan on how the fund will then 
shift to a more sustainable country system should be 
developed and agreed upfront. 

When the purpose of NCFs is to channel earmarked 
government budget to intended beneficiaries, a 
national fund can be created in the form a revolving 
fund (i.e. to manage a portion of government taxes 
or levies earmarked for climate change). Establishing 
a revolving fund will require a stronger legal basis, 
and often a longer political process, compared to a 
sinking fund. The political process may take longer 
because governments should be committed to ear-
mark a portion of their taxes or levies for an indefinite 
period of time. The establishment of a revolving fund 
is often legalized by a government regulation or an 
act. The ENCON Fund, for instance, required around 
three years to be operational after the issuance of the 
ENCON Act, although it was unclear about the length 
of the political process required to pass the Act. More-
over, the collection of revenues is often under the re-
sponsibility of an executive office of a national fund. 
In the case of the CCDM fund, the management center 
is responsible for the collection of the levies on CDM 
projects in China and the management and distribu-
tion of the collected revenues. The principle capital 
of a revolving fund can also be invested in a financial 
market to generate interest or dividends. However, in 
most cases, the investments are in the form of risk-
free financial instruments. The capacity to manage 
such investments is generally lower compared to the 
management of an endowment fund.

When the purpose of NCFs is to generate sustain-
able income from investments and channel it to in-
tended beneficiaries, an endowment fund would re-
quire a more sophisticated arrangement and capacity, 
particularly in the management of assets or funds that 
are invested in financial markets. An endowment fund 
is common in Least Developed Countries as an innova-
tive option to generate sustainable income from the re-
turns of investments. However, returns generated from 
endowment funds are rather small in scale. To ensure 
that endowment funds generate sufficient returns to 
finance climate actions, it would require more capital 
upfront. In the management of an endowment fund, 
investment losses can occur, therefore, a sophisticated 
system should be put in place to manage such a fund. 
When capacity is lacking, a national fund can hire an 
investment manager to oversee the investment. In the 
case of Bhutan, an investment manager was first hired, 
before slowly moving to be a fully Bhutanese commit-
tee (with an international consultant hired to provide 
investment advice on a regular basis).

Finally, capacity building is an important element in 
the establishment and the management of an NCF. 
Sufficient capacity is necessary not only for the govern-
ing body of a fund (including trustees, executive offic-
es and investment committees) but also the intended 
beneficiaries of a fund so that they can access financial 
resources allocated for them. A strong capacity devel-
opment strategy, particularly in financial management 
and fund operations, should be developed as an inte-
gral part of the NCF design to ensure that it obtains 
sufficient attention and resources.  
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Less

To pool external 
source: multi-donor 

trust fund

To earmark 
government resources: 

revolving fund

Time required to establish >5 years
Usually managed by an independent body 
Challenges: capacity

To earmark 
government resources: 

revolving fund

Investment: 
Endowment Fund

More

Time required to establish: 1-2 years*
Operating like a project: international agencies 
running the Executive Office  
Challenges: establishing governing body and 
moving to be a nationalized fund

A law is usually required - time required  to 
establish a fund after a laws is issued: around 3 
years**
The executive office should have the capacity 
to collect revenue - usually managed by 
an independent body or an extension of 
government administration 
Challenges: securing long-term commitment 
for regular replenishment of capital

Time required to establish: 5 years***
Usually managed by an independent body 
– with an investment committee (or hired 
investment firm) to manage assets
Challenges: capacity to manage investment 
portfolio (incl. dealing with risks of financial 
loss)

Required Tim
e and Resources

One-time 
contribution

Regular 
replenishment

* The process includes political negotiations with relevant stakeholders (particularly donors) and setting up necessary rules 
and regulations,until a fund is fully operationalized
** The process does not include the time required for political negotiations for a law to be issued.
*** The process includes political negotiations with relevant stakeholders (particularly donors), resource mobilization, and 
setting up necessary rules and regulations, until a fund is fully operationalized.
Note: time frame is indicative only, highly dependent on the country specific situation and based on the 7 funds that were 
analyzed for this paper.

Figure 2: Potential NCF designs
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Annex 1
Views from practitioners about advantages and 
concerns on managing climate finance through 
formal budget systems and National Climate Funds 
that emerged from discussions in preparation for 
this paper.

Possible advantages of managing climate finance 
through formal government budget systems: 

•	 	Much climate expenditure already flows through 
national budget – Climate actions are currently fi-
nanced mostly by national budgets and the contri-
bution of external finance is expected to be smaller, 
particularly in middle-income countries.17 Hence, 
external finance would be best channeled through 
formal budget processes. External funds can be 
treated as external “revenue,” that is raised inter-
nationally rather than domestically. So as with any 
fiscal revenue, the funds should be captured in the 
national budget process. 

•	 	Formal budget processes engage all government 
agencies led by Ministry of Finance – Using formal 
government budget systems will ensure a compre-
hensive fiscal framework for climate expenditure 
because of the comprehensive nature of the bud-
get government process involving all government 
agencies. This will reduce duplication and fragmen-
tation in climate relevant public expenditure. 

•	 	Budget can disperse large volumes of finance – 
Due to the scale and nature of climate finance, which 
will be in higher magnitude than the previous envi-
ronment finance, there has a strong argument to 
use the formal budget system to access and manage 
climate finance as it can handle large volumes of fi-
nance.

•	 	Allows funds to “top-up” sector spending to sup-
port “mainstreaming” of climate – In many devel-
oping countries, the government budget system 

17  See reports on Climate Public Expenditure and Institutional Review 
(CPEIR) conducted in five countries including Bangladesh, Cambodia, Ne-
pal, Thailand and Samoa, on http://www.aideffectiveness.org/CPEIR-Work-
shop2012

has established mechanisms for channeling finance 
for development activities in different sectors. Cli-
mate finance managed through the formal govern-
ment system can allow the government to top-up 
sector spending to move towards low carbon and 
climate-resilient development. 

Possible concerns about managing climate finance 
through formal government budget systems: 

•	 	Issue of earmarking: The allocation of government 
budget involves political negotiations during the 
budget process that provides no guarantee that 
sufficient financial resources will be allocated for cli-
mate change, particularly when government need 
to prioritize scarce domestic resources. 

•	 	Potential limited outreach to non-government 
beneficiaries: Channeling climate finance through 
formal government systems may limit opportunities 
to reach out to beneficiaries who have no direct ac-
cess to the systems, particularly civil society, private 
actors and local communities to finance climate ac-
tions on the ground. 

Possible advantages of managing climate finance 
through National Funds:

•	 	Pool international climate finance – In a number 
of cases, a national fund is established at the request 
of donors who need to highlight to their constituen-
cies that they spend their financial assistance on cli-
mate change. Donors therefore wish their finances 
for climate change to be insulated from other finan-
cial flows in the receiving government its general 
budget, so that money can be easily tracked from 
source to beneficiaries. At the same time, there is 
a shared responsibility on international climate fi-
nance: For example, developed countries should 
make international climate finance available in a 
timely and predictable manner which is important 
for the sustainability of NCFs. Aid effectiveness prin-
ciples should be used as guidance.

•	 	Blend international, national, public and private 
finance.  An NCF with banking functions can blend 
various sources of international, national, public and 
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private finance together.  In this way, an NCF can 
catalyze further finance toward a country’s climate 
and development objectives.  This can be particu-
larly effective at the project level, where NCFs can 
bring together loans and grants to increase the vol-
ume and impact of its work.

•	 	Ensure government funds are earmarked specifi-
cally for climate actions – When climate finance is 
channeled through the formal budget system, the 
allocation of financial resources will be decided 
through political negotiations in the government 
budgeting process. There is no guarantee that suf-
ficient budget will be allocated for climate change, 
unless it is being earmarked legally by a govern-
ment regulation. Channeling government budget 
through national climate funds can serve as a clear 
signal of government commitment to the issue of 
climate change. An NCF may be a way to ensure 
climate change actions are prioritized without com-
promising other development priorities of the gov-
ernment (with domestic budget and ODA). 

•	 	Channel funds to intended beneficiaries (in-
cluding communities, civil society and private 
actors) at the national and local levels – Formal 
budget systems often fail to recognize the needs of 
local communities in the allocation of resources.18 
NCFs are often considered in a better position 
to reach beneficiaries that have little/no access 
to financial resources channeled through a for-
mal government system. Having an NCF with a 
clear mandate focusing fully on climate financ-
ing could ensure funds to be channeled to sup-
port climate actions initiated by civil society, 
the private sector and local communities.

•	 	Provide a platform for multi-stakeholder coordi-
nation on climate finance. When a multistakehold-
er platform is not in place in a country, NCFs can pro-
vide such a platform for dialogue and coordination 
amongst stakeholders (ministries, civil society, de-
velopment partners and private sector) on climate 
policy, financing and priority setting.

18  Allen and Radev (2010)  Extrabudgetary Funds, OECD, Paris.

Possible concerns about managing climate finance 
through National Funds:

•	 	Disconnect with overall government budget 
processes – Managing climate finance outside 
formal government systems can compromise the 
discipline of the resource allocation process. There 
is a real risk that national climate funds may man-
age financial flows not in conjunction with the na-
tional budget process.  As funding sources become 
fragmented, there is a danger that the benefit of a 
unified approach of how government resources are 
being allocated is lost, which can lead to gaps and 
overlaps in expenditure. The findings of the Ban-
gladesh CPEIR are indicative in this regard: there is 
a proliferation of funding mechanisms within the 
country, each with their own institutional arrange-
ments, through which sector Ministries could po-
tentially request additional financing.19

•	 	Issues in transparency and accountability – Ex-
tra-budgetary funds are sometimes associated with 
the dilution of accountability and control and also 
problems in reporting and consolidating fiscal da-
ta.20 National budgets should be transparent so that 
decision makers have all relevant issues and infor-
mation before them when they make decisions. It 
is difficult, for example, for the Ministry of Finance 
to allocate resources strategically to climate change 
programs if it does not have information on the al-
locations of national climate funds. On the other 
hand, there are also in a number of countries serious 
concerns about transparency and accountability of 
government systems, and national funds have been 
used in various cases to bypass such systems, ensur-
ing the beneficiaries will be reached in the most ef-
fective manner. Whether an NCF can improve or de-
crease transparency and accountability depends on 
how its governance structure is designed and how 
well Government’s structures function. 

19 Miller (2012) Making Sense of Climate Finance, UNDP Asia Pacific Region-
al Office, Bangkok.

20  Allen and Radev (2010)  Extrabudgetary Funds, OECD, Paris.
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